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Leading People
'There is nothing quite as practical as a good theory'
Kurt Lewin
@ Discovery in
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'My Beliefs' about when people perform at their best
I believe that people in my group will perform at their best when...

'/

they have a clear understanding of what is expected of them...a clear sense of

purpose, objectives and standards that are to be achieved.

/

they feel valued and respected as a person and recognised and acknowledged

for the contribution they make.

v /

they feel autonomy to learn, explore, and to be innovative but understand that

guidance and support is available when required.

'/
/

they are motivated to achieve.
they work in a team that is dynamic, positive, challenging and high achieving and
has values that align with their own

'/

.

tney believe that they work in a just environment that incorporates principles of

fairness and equity and where trust and collaboration is demonstrated by all.
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ldeal leadership behaviours
,&ctivlty to complete after session 2

Having now clarified your beliefs about when people perform at their best, identiff for each
'belief 'statement':
Those behaviours or actions that you would undertake that support the belief statement.
(Please refer to the example provided by your facilitator)
Highlight which those behaviours or actions that you believe are a strengfh of your current
leadership practice and those you believe to be a weakness.
(Your 'belief statements' and ideal behaviours that support your belief statements are now
commonly referred to as your'theory of people leadership')

These are the ideal behaviours and actions that would be required to brinf, about what is
sugsested in your Belief statement.lVot necessarily what you do now.

Belief statement: I believe that people in my group will perform at their
best when... they have a clear understanding of what is expected of

them...a clear sense of purpose, objectives and standards that are to be
achieved.

Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

o
.
o
.
.
.

I undertake regular one on one discussions both planned and adhoc where work roles,
objectives, standards a re discussed.
I hold regular monthly Team Meetings where team goals and objectives are discussed.

team's performance is reviewed and
key objectives and future challenges and opportunities are discuss and agreed on.
I hold annual Strategic Planning days where the

with my team to review strategic targets and present qualitative and
financial reports in a timely manner.
I work closely

I use email when appropriate as an effective tool to communicate issues of work roles
and responsibilities.

seek feedback from my team, peers and my manager on areas of my leadership role
that I can improve upon.
I
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,/ Belief statement:

I believe

that people in my group will perform at their

best when... they feel valued and respected as a person and recognised
and acknowledged for the contribution they make.
Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

.
.
o
o
o
.
.

I provide regular feedback that is constructive and appropriate
I provide encouragement and treat all members of my work team as high performing
professionals and as adults.
I seek

and respect the views, ideas and opinion of all individuals in my group.

I openly recognise achievements,
I

effort and commitment by members in my group.

submit nominations for achievements of excellence to senior management.

I take the time to plan PADP sessions that are meaningful and useful for each member
of my group
I seek feedback from my
that I can improve upon.

team, peers and my manager on areas of my leadership role

./ Belief statement I believe that people in my group will perform at their
best when... they feel autonomy to learn, explore, and to be innovative but
understand that guidance and support is available when required.
Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

.
o

I provide my staff with trust, encouragement and space

to move.

I provide opportunities for staff to discuss ideas and innovations and provide support

and resource to them when appropriate.

.

I make myself available and ensure that all

staff know that I have an open door

approach.

o

I seek feedback from my team, peers and my manager on areas of my leadership role
that I can improve upon.
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,/ Belief statement I believe that people in my group will perform at their
best when...they are motivated to achieve.
Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

o

I have regular discussion with staff about their role and encourage staff to take on

challenging and innovative projects/aspects of their roles.

o
o
o

team members thinking on matters involving their work and encourage
them to think outside the square.
I challenge my

I provide myteam members with opportunities to undertake training, conferences and
forums and to present at such events.
I regularly ask my team members about how they are going and what if any changes

are required in their role.

o

seek feedback from my team, peers and my manager on areas of my leadership role
that I can improve upon.
I

./ Belief statement:

I believe

that people in my group will perform at their

best when... they work in a team that is dynamic, positive, challenging and
high achieving and has values that align with their own.

Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

.
o
.
o
.

that all staff are provided with opportunities to undertake challenging
work/projects.
I ensure

I actively listen to proposals for new projects, challenge concepts and thinking and
where appropriate provide my full support for projects initiatives.

that my team members are part of the presentation to council on areas of their
responsibility, projects that they have been involved with or strategies that they have
led or contributed to.
I ensure

I discuss individual and group values
I seek feedback from my
that I can improve upon.
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that people in my group will perform at their

best when... they believe that they work in a just environment that
incorporates principles of fairness and equity and where trust and

collaboration is demonstrated by all.
Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

o
o
.

demonstrate behaviours of trust, fairness, equity, confidentiality, honesty, integrity,
openness, empathy, patience, care, support, flexibility, encouragement and firmness.
I

do not accept behaviours within my group that go against the principles of fairness
and equity.
I

ldo notaccept behaviours within mygroupthat break down the notion of trustand
collaboration.

o

seek feedback from my team, peers and my manager on areas of my leadership role
that I can improve upon.
I

Please bring copies of your 'theory' of beliefs and supporting ideal behaviours to
session 3 (please bring enough copies for each person in your group)
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